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PLATO

Planning, Logistics & Transport Optimisation

Introduction
What is PLATO?
That our software shares its name with one of history's greatest philosophers and polymaths is fitting:
Plato advocated that one should be well-versed in
multiple fields of study to be successful, and PLATO
(Primary Logistics and Transport Optimisation) is no
different.
PLATO is a fully-customisable enterprise-wide
transport management software suite that marries
secondary and primary distribution together while
allowing for full control of route and schedule optimisation, financial management of orders, invoices and
accounts, operation and control of real-time fleet
activity, online communication with hauliers, clients
and divisions and report generation - all via a single
tool.
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P L AT O. S c h e d u l e r : A d v a n c e d
scheduling and planning module
provides superior route optimisation
PLATO.Transact: Quick and efficient
management module for invoicing
haulier lanes and rates
PLATO.Execution: Live tracking,
modification and management of
your schedule
PLATO.Connect: Online platform for
your hauliers, clients and depots
P L ATO. D e p l o y : T i es t o ge t h e r
production and distribution with
dynamic Days-of-Cover and Load
Creation

Greater Control
Our unique Control Panel describes the entire flow of
operations and provides free-floating windows for
each module of PLATO, giving users maximum
control over PLATO's appearance. Support for
multiple-screen display, a collapsible Control Panel
and quick-switching between screens means your
attention is always where it should be: optimising
routes, maximising vehicle utilisation and improving
your business’ bottom line.

Ease of Integration
PLATO integrates with ERP and GPS tracking systems, mobile devices, online services and financial
administration software while providing a high
degree of control from a single access point.
PLATO modules can easily be added or
removed with minimal interruption to your
operations, ensuring that time constraints or
lack of resources never prevents you from
extending PLATO's functionality as your
enterprise expands.

PLATO’s Control Panel ensures
that any information is a click
away, maximising screen real
estate and simplifying tabbing.

PLATO.Scheduler
What is PLATO.Scheduler?
PLATO.Scheduler is the core that drives the PLATO
suite. PLATO.Scheduler is a powerful dynamic
scheduling and route optimisation tool that accurately models and generates schedules based on your
requirements.
Using a unique class-based system for defining
vehicles, staff, products, depots, sites and barriers,
PLATO.Scheduler can accurately model real-world
constraints such as client-specific requirements,
country- and product-specific legislation and delivery windows amongst other variables.

PLATO.Scheduler Optimises:
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Horses/truck-trailers and prime movers
Sleep-outs for drivers and shift changes
Area vehicle restrictions
Traffic factors
External hauliers fleet and contract requirements
Wash bays, security gate and weigh bridge slot
allocations and management
Product change and recovery time
Loading bays and loading bay windows
Back and empty leg scheduling
Multi-vehicle loading
Multiple costs: kilometre, hour, day, weight
Depots, clients and vehicle yards
Ferries and bridges
Compartmentalisation of vehicles
Priority loads
Product exclusions
Vehicle exclusions
Delivery windows

Total
cost

Penalty cost

Travel time +
Time at customer
+ Reload time

Utilisation

Minutes outside
delivery window

Vehicle

Complete Control
PLATO.Scheduler has been designed to handle multiuser environments with a robust user policy that
ensures you never duplicate schedules or create
inconsistencies in your master data.
Furthermore, PLATO.Scheduler gives you access to
the inner workings of the optimisation engine
through an extensive range of options that can be
tailored to suit every client and industry. If you value
timeliness over cost, want to reduce the number of
trips your vehicles perform or allow only tight
delivery paths, PLATO.Scheduler gives you the
flexibility to tweak the engine to suit your operations.

PLATO.Execution
What is PLATO.Execution?
PLATO.Execution is the operation, management and
tracking module of PLATO. It gives complete visibility of real-time resources, trips, schedules, tracked
trips and vehicles while allowing planners to easily
reassign trips and resources in an optimised manner.
PLATO.Execution ensures that any changes, deviations and GPS data are automatically captured in the
background, reducing process clutter and improving
operator efficiency.

Rateable Deliveries
In mill-based and factory environments that require
rateable deliveries, PLATO.Execution will track
vehicles that are currently en route, returning or
waiting to be dispatched within its belt scheduler
function and identify which trips are best suited for
each vehicle. With a single click, planners can review
and assign the chosen trips automatically. You can
therefore ensure a continual cycle of deliveries that
preserves your
utilises your fleet.

production floor space and fully

Hierarchy of Information

Dynamic Resource Allocation

Operators need access to detailed information, but

The operations environment is subject to last-minute

not all the time. PLATO.Execution’s grid-view gives

changes, route deviations, order lateness and numer-

operators complete control over how much informa-

ous other factors that can impact the quality of a

tion they have access to at any time without disabling

schedule. The real value of an operation tool is the

any of the functionality available to PLATO.

ability to make adjustments to a schedule online.

GPS Tracking

PLATO.Execution allows for real-time reallocation of

PLATO.Execution features real-time GPS tracking
that updates customer ETAs. It features an interactive
map with stop highlights, current vehicle position,
the ability to compare the real versus actual driver

trips, orders and vehicles and, when combined with
PLATO.Scheduler, determines the best adjustments
to make in order to accommodate your change.

Intelligent Data Capture

location and delivery order - all in the execution
window for quick access and reference. The view can

PLATO.Execution seamlessly melds automatic and

be customised according to the user’s preference.

manual real-time data capture, controlling the
processing of crucial information. Delivery and travel
windows, proof-of-delivery confirmations, trip assignment and other
critical planning information can be
easily edited and adjusted via the
same execution window.
PLATO.Execution includes a full
module to track accountability for
late trips, product damage and route
deviations - times, reasons, and
travel logs can all be recorded and
presented.

PLATO.Connect
What is PLATO.Connect?
PLATO.Connect is an online interface allowing your
remote depots, hauliers, clients, warehouse managers
and other parties to interact with PLATO through a
standard browser, regardless of their location.
PLATO.Connect is customisable according your
needs. It allows users to view information relevant to
their operations and update information easily with
no client setup required.

Improved Customer Relations
PLATO.Connect simplifies communication with all
of your stakeholders and internal divisions:

$

Customers can view active trips, estimated time
of arrival and real-time tracking of vehicles on
route

$

Hauliers are able to review, update, accept or
reject available or ongoing trips

$

Dispatchers can see all loads entering and leaving
depots, and can update loading bays times and
availability

$

Warehouse managers can update actual order
quantities and available/received stock

PLATO.Connect helps to improve customer satisfaction by providing your clients direct access to your
daily operations. Clients who use unconventional
systems and organisational structures can be catered
for efficiently though a PLATO.Connect custom
interface that takes all these variables into account.

PLATO.Connect offers multiple views,
modules, forms, layouts - all within a
standard web browser for 24/7
connectivity regardless of your location.

Compatibility

Targeted Training & Alerts

Different hardware, software, systems and processes

Communicating directly with specific divisions and

can make the integration of yours and your clients

clients is simple, as a user-controlled login system

operations a complex, time-consuming affair.

allows you to direct news, alerts and changes to
relevant stakeholders.

PLATO.Connect requires little to no investment in
hardware on the part of the client, being viewable

An online help system can be used to train and

across a wide variety of operating systems and

assist new users and clients with the basic opera-

hardware types.

tion and use of PLATO.Connect, as well as help
them with standard company procedures, finan-

PLATO.Connect can easily be merged with email

cial processes and confidential information you

clients and other web processes, and because it is

would like to distribute to your clients without

centrally-controlled, upgrades can be rolled-out

publically broadcasting it via your normal commu-

quickly and efficiently with minimum disruption to

nication channels.

your clients and other stakeholders.

PLATO.Transact
What is PLATO.Transact?
PLATO.Transact is an advanced information management and financial administration system
designed specifically for the logistics environment.
An in-depth tariff structure and order, haulier, client
and contract management system keeps track of all
tariff-related costs.
PLATO.Transact will ensure that any financial
activities and documentation generated is auditable
and traceable.

Reduce Costs
PLATO.Transact automatically manages and applies
tariffs, rates and charges, improving your cash flow
and reducing outstanding invoices.
Detailed financial reports and visibility help you
identify efficiencies and leverage them to obtain
greater financial gains. Accurate modeling and
tracking of haulier and client activity allow you to
promote and streamline your operations for
increased financial efficiency.
Furthermore, PLATO.Transact’s optional Advanced
Trip Allocation Module (ATRAM) automatically
assigns trips to the best haulier, ensuring that deliveries are optimised and made by the suitable haulier on
the suitable lane.

Role Based Security

Detailed Tariff Options

PLATO.Transact employs the same multi-user, role-

Being able to accurately cost and model a large

based security and user profile system of the PLATO

number of highly-detailed tariffs allows competitive

Suite, while constantly monitoring and logging

and custom contracts to be offered to hauliers and

system and user activity. A comprehensive reporting

clients.

system and detailed management of historical data
ensures transparency at all times.

PLATO.Transact supports both accounts-payable
and accounts-receivable tariffs, featuring:

Order Management
PLATO.Transact can be integrated easily with
industry-standard ERP accounting, forecasting and

$
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Haulier and client information, goods value for
insurance purposes, delivery windows, site
addresses, loading and offloading details, order
priority and many other items ensure complete
control and financial visibility.

Tariffs that are defined for fully customisable
date ranges

$

Flat and variable lane rates based on numerous
metrics

management systems, providing crucial sequence
and external service-related information.

Transactional tariffs that are applied per trip

$
$
$
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Fuel charges, labour charges and toll fees
Rates based on planned and actual quantities
Discount structures based on bulk orders
The ability to define detailed conditions that
govern whether or not an amount will be applied
under certain circumstances
PLATO.Transact easily merges financial
information with existing ERP systems and
can generate financial reports, invoices and
purchase orders with a detailed breakdown of
the information. PLATO.Transact’s reports
can be customised to suit the specific needs
and requirements of your organisation.

Trip Management offers extensive info and can be easily
customised via the various trip filters to present data in a
understandable format without sacrificing in-depth control.

PLATO.Deploy
What is PLATO.Deploy?
PLATO.Deploy is a software solution that ties the
deployment, stock and production of your manufacturing environment to PLATO.Scheduler.
PLATO.Deploy offers significant advantages for
stock management, time utilisation, on-site bottleneck reduction and overall streamlining of your
supply chain. PLATO.Deploy ties in with existing
ERP systems, databases, forecasting and deployment
calculations to create the optimised jobs for transportation.

Reduce Delivery Times
A PLATO.Deploy solution can accurately gauge and
reflect your production volumes, allowing for a more
staggered delivery and collection schedule that
decreases the time spent at loading and offloading
bays.
PLATO.Deploy moves your enterprise closer to a
Just-In-Time (JIT) operation by increasing bookings
throughout your available time slots, minimising
static stock and the need for provisional storage
space .

PLATO.Deploy’s Days of Cover displays an estimated
opening, closing, inbound and outbound stock as well
as an estimated number of days of stock availability for
each site and product.

Improved Deployment
PLATO.Deploy will analyse the deployment
window in which a particular batch of goods,
the capacity of your vehicles to carry the
produced stock and the calculated rate of
production and automatically create optimised job windows for the deliveries to be
scheduled within PLATO.

Enhance Stock Forecasting
PLATO.Deploy’s Days of Cover function gives

The Performance Graph provides an uncluttered,
visual aid for operators to access information
regarding key indicators quickly and efficiently
via an easily navigatable interface.

operators an estimated number of working days stock
for a particular product, site and date, calculated from

Track Your Performance

current stock levels, deployment plans, production
schedule and sales forecasts.

PLATO.Deploy provides an informative, robust
performance graph that serves to provide immediate

Days of Cover are automatically updated as the

insight into how your production, deployment and

schedule is adjusted using the latest information from

jobs are performing against your key performance

the ERP systems. Likewise, an auto top-up feature

indicators.

will measure existing stock and schedule deliveries
accordingly.

The Performance Graph displays your scheduled
versus actual performance and statistics that allow
operators to rectify serious issues and planners the
opportunity to create better schedules in the future.
The Performance Graph stores historical data so that
your current and prior performance can be compared
and analysed.

Logistic Intelligence
Extend PLATO’s Capabilities
OPSI Systems offers additional software and services
which further augment and enhance PLATO’s
standard capabilities.

OPSI Setup
OPSI Setup is a Microsoft Excel 2007 plugin designed
to draw and push data to and from PLATO.
Data management is critical in a logistics environment: OPSI Setup allows operators to update, manage, and control PLATO’s data in an interface that is
familiar to anyone who has worked with Microsoft
Office.
OPSI Setup lets operators quickly test a variety of
scheduling scenarios through PLATO.Scheduler. If
you want to test a new fleet, see the results of employing more drivers or check the impact of consolidating
your multiple depots, OPSI Setup provides you the
tools you need.
OPSI Setup’s advantages include:

$ Standard Excel functions: Can be performed on
data, allowing for quick calculations, editing and
sorting

$ Rapid

generation: Quickly compare different

databases and generate various logistical models

$ Visual guides: A colour-coded schema highlights
data by priority and importance.

Consulting Services
OPSI Systems has extensive experience in
the enterprise resource planning environment, and offers its expertise for
companies who wish to maximise the
return on investment on PLATO in:

$ Warehouse Placement
$ Network Optimisation
$ Fleet Configuration
$ 3PL Contract Costing
$ Nominated Day Delivery Assignment
$ Distribution Strategy Evaluation
$ Warehouse Simulation
$ GIS Visualisation
OPSI Mobile
A value-added service, OPSI Mobile is a client-side
application that can be installed on the majority of
cellular and mobile devices.
OPSI Mobile interacts seamlessly with the PLATO
suite of modules, and can be customised to interact
with any external or third-party ERP system.
In-field stock taking, fuel management, proof-ofdelivery notifications and GPS tracking of vehicles
and assets are just some of the many standard functions supported.

Integrating OPSI Setup within Excel ensures a
simple interface that is immediately familiar to
users while providing clear visual cues for vital
information.

About OPSI Systems
OPSI Systems, established in 1997, is a software
development and consulting house specialising in
the supply chain, with a specific focus on vehicle
logistics and demand prediction. OPSI Systems has
a suite of routing and scheduling packages in
addition to specifying, developing and rolling out
custom solutions for individual clients. OPSI
Systems' software is used by many world leading
companies
OPSI Systems has a commitment to innovation,
service quality and product excellence that ensures
our software is always current and ready to take
advantage of the latest developments in route
optimisation and fleet management methodology.
OPSI Systems continues to design and deliver
open, flexible and scalable fleet logistics software
that optimises all aspects of our customers' supply
chain. By combining our standard software
solutions with our ability to create custom options
and middleware solutions, OPSI Systems products
can be easily integrated into any company's
structure.

The materials are subject to change without notice. These materials are provided by OPSI Systems for informational purposes only, without representation or warranty of any kind,
and OPSI Systems shall not be liable for errors or omissions with respect to the materials. The only warranties for OPSI Systems products and services are those that are set forth in
the express warranty statements accompanying such products and services, if any. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an additional warranty.

